The Team
Kamron Medina

• Junior in Aerospace Engineering
• Gateway to Space 2011
• RocketSat-8 2011-2012
• RocketSat-9 2013, Project Manager
• Possibly involved in Polar Cube
Becca Lidvall

- Sophomore in Aerospace Engineering
- Gateway to Space 2012
- RocketSat-9, Systems Engineer/Chemistry
- RockSat-C Program Manager
Peter Merrick

- Sophomore in Aerospace Engineering
- Gateway to Space 2012
- RocketSat-9, Software Lead & Electrical Team
- AllSTAR software
Jannine Vela

- Sophomore in Aerospace Engineering
- Gateway to Space 2011
- HASP 2012
- RocketSat-9 2013

Structures Lead
Jon Quinn

- Sophomore Electrical Engineer
- RocketSat-9 2013, Electrical Lead
- PolarCube, EPS Team
Abby Caballero

• Sophomore Electrical Engineer
• Gateway to Space 2012
• RocketSat-9, Electrical Team
Mission

• Conduct crystallization experiments in microgravity on a sounding rocket
• Analyze the differences between crystals grown in a low gravity environment and those grown under normal conditions.
The Past
Final Design
Final Structural Design
Crystallization
Integration in Wallops Island
Launch!
RocketSat Rocks!